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Congress To Shave $5.t,ooo · 
From-Proposed Budiets 
Financial Reasons Cited 
Crossroads Closed lnde/initley 
by Tolil Somma 
Budget cutting of at least 
$51,000 from ___ the request of 
student clubs and organizlltions 
will be undertaken -by Student 
Congress in the upcoming weeks. 
· Congress . has $..00,000 to .. 
. distribute among the clubs and 
· organizations which it has recog-
nized. The College has allocated 
$80,000 and the remaining ·-
$10,QOO is anticipated revenue 
from the Games Room profits: 
An estimate of $132,000 has 
been requested so far. This 
figure does not include money 
which. is given to the dorms. 
Last year they received $5,000. 
Also the Executive Board has not 
yet submitted their expected 
proposal of the total will be about 
$14tooo. · 
The Student .. Activities 
Board (SAB) has submitted · a 
· budget request for $27,000. The 
Bureau of Concerts is requesting 
$29,000 and the Cayugaii is 
asking for $31,000. These three 
organizations alone, if granted· 
their _proposed sum, would con-
sume $87,000 of the $90,000-
available. 
Along with · the Executive 
Board and, dorm requ_ests the 
total would reach $97,000 with-
out even considering the many 
other organizations. 
Two of these three large 
money recipients; SAB -~d the· 
Cayugan have received an ad-
vance of $10,000 a piece. The 
Senior Class was also given an 
advance of $1,000, totaling 
$21,000 of the money to be 
allocated. :. 
Last year the total request 
for money was $147,654.34 and 
the amount allocated was 
$100,000. 
Although the total amount 
requested this year is smaller 
than that of the previous year, 
the amount of money available is 
- also less than the previous year. 
This is partially due to the 
abolishment of the revolving 
budget by the American Associa-
tion of Certified Public Account-
ants (AACPA). 
According .to the AA A it 
· is illegal to tack money left over 
from the previons year onto the 
budget of the c~nt year. The 
result is $15,000 loss. 
The process by w!tich the 
budgets are cut is a lengthy one. 
A~ of priorities is set up and 
then the Budget -Planning Com-
mittee of Student Congress 
meets with the representatives 
of each of the clubs and organiza-
tions to discuss which areas are 
most important to the organiza-
tions operation. ''The question is 
to find out where the padding is" 
said Ithaca ,College student Body 
President, Rick Otis.· -
by Paul Stem 
The Crossroads has been 
closed temporarily and will re· 
main closed for the next few 
weeks SAB Chairman Sam Mil-
grim reported earlier this week. 
· Milgrim attributed the ~los-
ing to "potential financial consi-
derations." He said that as of last 
Sunday all programing has been 
suspended. 
"It will remain closed- defi-
nitely this week, possibly the 
-next three," stated Milgrim. 
Chairman ·of the Crossroads 
The history of the organiza- . committee, Jim Ohm, explained 
tion is also an important consid~ that the closing will not be a total 
eration, according to Otis. A one. "The room will not be used 
thorough check into \ow much for 1!1usical purposes. It ~i~l 
money each organization has remam open tor all ·other actlv1-
·reeeived in the· past years and ties .. " he said. 
how -that money was spent is The Women's- Filin Festival 
undertaken· by the Budget Plan- will continue in the crossroads as 
ning Committee. "No-one is will speakers and films. 
sacrosanct from being. cut" said Milgrim indicated that while 
Otis. it is closed, the interior will be 
· Apparently enjoyi"ng themselves at Saturday's 
Disco-Oldies Dance are two psyched-out Ithaca 
C~Uege students. The event, sponsored · by 
WICB-radfo and the Stu(}.ent Activities Board in 
Egbert Union, was considered a large success. 
·.1. Co Garde_n·s .. Ove.rwa·teredi 
The heavy rains of the past discovered hy a physical 'plant damage, 
wee;k, not orily caused_ flood~g employee. Althollgh the problem was 
across the eastem coast, but also , ·In order to repair the. pipe, extensive, the damage was min-
in · the basement or Garden the: concrete had to· be brok~n imal. The only ··area ·hit by the 
Apartment 27. -· into. As a result of the digging·a water was the· basement, which 
A water main Teading Jo the . . transformer, ,whieh rested above · houses the mailboxes and laun-
Garden Apartments cracked_ a- the· pipe, tipped . . _ dry facilities. . · . 
· round 4:~ · AM last_·· Sunday. -~ -.. · · A ~ane was ordered to, t_he · A slight inconvi~nience was 
- App~ntly. the· main ·.re~d on· a -·.,scene·~. hold the .tr~former ~ , · felt by stu~ents whose water was 
- _ layer ,of fil!, comprised·.of sh~e the ~acked_area o~ the pipe·was turned ·off .from.t~e time of the 
an~ clay; which "shifted during· replaced, ·. . . . · . - · .. bn,ak, _4:00. AM until.· approxi-
. the: heavy ·rainfall~: ·_The· shift __ ,"The:·-eity crew·-(ftol!l .the .mately 3~30 P.M. -_. ~- - -
caus~d the pipe to snap:. De]'.iartment o! Public Worlcs) did The students were allowed 
·, _'l'he point.at. which the pipe_ ·.~amazing job" said=D~r of .. to. truce· .showers in Lyons and 
renovated. "When we reopen," 
he said, "the interior will defi: 
niteiy be different. It will be a lot 
. -- " mcer. 
Meanwhiie, the· Crossroads 
Committe~ and the SAB Board of 
directors will re-examine the 
format of the Crossroads pro-
gram!Jling. - Both Milgram · and 
others suggested changes would 
be made. 
"In what form the Cross-
roads will open, we haven't 
\ 
Bombers 3 /or_3; 
decided yet'' said the SAB 
Chairman. Ohm was more speci-
fic in pinpointing that one of the 
benefits of the closed time will be 
to "develop new ideas for promo-
tion." 
tion." 
, . The Crossroads will conti-
nue to audition talent, and will be 
actively pursuing perspective 
programs over the next few 
weeks. 
- Meet Alfred U. Saturday 
by Pet«-r Talbot 
The Ithaca College'Bombers gave their fans a scare Saturday, 
but pulled out a 21-6 victory over their arch-rivals, the Cortland State 
Red Dragons. Ithaca found itself behind in the first quarter, the first 
time the Bombers have trailed an opponent in 1975. 
The victory should be attri-
buted to the IC defe_nse which 
allowed only six points and kept 
turning the ball over to the 
stalled offensive unit. 
Cortlands' one yard plunge 
for a touchdown in the first 
quarter by Lyle Schuler proved 
to be the h"alf-time score. The 
third quarter was much of the 
same for the IC offense as their 
best drive of the afternoon was 
halted when Jerry Boyes was 
intercepted by a Cortland State 
linebacker. 
The running of Al Howell 
set-up' Ithaca's first touchdown 
as Jerry Boyes scored from 6 
yds. out. -Dave Piper's extra 
point put the Bombers up 7 -6. 
After that tlie Red Dragon 
defense fell · apart, and the 
Cortland offense continued to be 
smothered bythe Bomber's big 
D. . . 
Using the ground attack 
Ithaca put up six· more points 
when Al HowPII scored from a 
yards out. Piper's conversion 
was good and Ithaca was in the 
driver's seat 14-6. Dick Wood's 
second interception of the game 
set up IC's final tally. 
Again churning out yards on 
the ground Ithaca drove toward · 
the goal line. Boyes ran for the 
final TD from six yardii .out 
and Piper's ki<"k was icing on the 
rakP. _ 
Ithara had won its 13 
straight regular season games 
and is now :l-0 on tht> season,- hut. 
it wasn't r:asy. Unlike St. 
Lawrence and Albany, Cortland 
was no rout, it was a hard fought 
and close hall game. If the game 
Saturday proved anything it 
proved that ttie Romhcr's arc a 
die hard hall club. It J.lso showed 
the quality of the defense. . 
This Saturday the lthacans 
travel to Alfn;d N. Y. t.o play the 
[continued on page 2) 
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ithaccin inqufrer 
by Cindy Scbw~ 
The Question: "Do you find having so many college 
students in the town to be an attribute or a 
drawback?" 
Kevin Cabral, Senior, Cinema 
Studies and Photography. "Hav-
ing the students in the town can 
be both__ an attribute and a 
drawback. Economically they 
are an attribute-, but as far as 
conditions of the town such as 
the crowding, the students arc a 
problem." 
Sally Joseph, Sophomore, Music, 
"I don't find it a drawback. You 
,i11st. havt> t.o get used to having 
,.II t.hl' Cornl•ll and Ithaca College 
-;tudcnts around. I am upset by 
l.hl' [a1·t Lhal J.C. overcnrolle<l 
this y1·ar, hl•(·ausc it just adds to 
I.hi' l'rowding- in the classrooms 
and downtown on the weekends.' 
I 
George Aragona, Junior, Sociol-
ogy. "I think it is a good thing 
with all of the students here. · 
The only drawback· is the traffic 
problem. The students patronize 
the stores a lot. I like 'to see 
people get off of the campus and 
get away from the institutional-
ized life by going downtown." · 
Lyman Baker, 257 Pennsylvania 
Av(•., Mail carrier. "It's really a 
good thing because it gives us a 
chance to learn from students 
and the students to learn from 
the n•st of the tQWn: I really love 
it. .. 
II'~ I 
: Cayuga-n Prices A:'ttriliuted 
i ( ', 
This year's Cayugan, while 
free for seniors as usual, will cost 
underclassmeb desiring a . copy 
$9.50. Cayugan editor Bill Shay-
ne blames this on the rising costs 
of production. _ 
"Kodak raised its pric~s 22 
percent last year, and they're 
expected to raise their prices 
again this year," Shayne com-
mented.In-addition, the publish-
ing house's bills rose at least 
15 percent. 
· "We were lucky to get away 
with only a 15 percent increase," 
Shayne reflected. The Cayugan 
deals with a small company in 
Harrisburg, Pa, Keller Publish-
... Bombers 
[continued from page one) 
Alfred University Saxons. The 
kickoff time is 1:30 and should be 
another good game. Although 
not as tough as Cortland, Alfred 
is a very physical ball club and 
the Bombers can't take it lightly. 
/ 
. . 
To Rising Prod,i,ction Costs 
t!. 
ing Company. They handle about paying fmi the total price of the 
300 different yearbooks. Other -· books all at .once." ,,. 
companies, such as American, The yearbook thus adopted 
who handles more than 3000 . a three year program, now in its . -
different yearbooks,, 'had cost second phase. Next year's book 
incr~ases of much greater than will cost an estimated $12.00 per 
15 percent, according to Shayne. ·copy, but the price should then 
The Cayogan has requested level off for several years, 
$31,000 from Student Congress Shayne said. 
this year, a one percent increase "Our year book is the 
of last yeru;'s $28,000 budget. cheapest, comparably," Shayne 
Shayne has said that without this noted. Page-wise, size-wise·, col-
money, "we just can not put out a or-wise, and· quality wise, -the 
boik." editor feels the students are 
One aspect of the Cayugan's more than getting their money's 
budget that has remained stable worth. 
is the photography part. That The 1975 yearbook is being 
has been $5000 for the past two completed and will be shipped 
years, and is staying at '$5,000 from the publisher the week of 
again this year. Shayne is proud October 7, 
of this, saying that "by impro-
ving our photographic processes 
and training our staff, we can 
hold the budget again this year 
to $5,000." 
The J;ayugan will never 
again be free for anyone but 
seniors, Shayne predicted. "But, 
you can not go from free nooks to 
,: . 
B~wling ~lob 
Holding· 
·Tryouts. 
The Ithaca College Men's 
, Bowling Club will be holding 
tryouts for membership, begin, 
ning next week. The IC club ·is· . 
the only men's intercollegiate· 
bowling organization on the 
campus. Previous clubs have 
boasted an outstanding record, 
participating in many invitation-
al and statewide _ tournaments. 
The club lost most of its first 
string due to graduation last 
spring. Subsequently, they are 
looking for new talent. 
An organizational meeting 
and tryouts will be held iri the IC 
, bowling lanes on ·Tuesday, Octo-
ber 7 at 4:30 PM. --Anyone 
interested in joining should con-
tact John McDonald at x786 or 
Bob Don at x783. They hope to 
make this year's ·.club ·the best· 
ever. 
/ .... Gardens 
Bump contest winner: Stewart Preston and 
partner show their flamboyant style Saturday 
night at the Disco-Oulies I)q.nce, sponsored by 
WICB-fa.dio andSAB. Preston a1id partner, two of 
many winners, each wowa cash prize of $15.00. 
[continued from page one) · 
it" Runyoµ commented. 
The possibility of fire was an 
added concern, due to the lack of 
water pressure. 
. Kristin Peters, 208 East Yates 
St., 9th grader at the New 
,Junior High Program. "I think it 
is a good idea having the 
studPnts around and some of 
thPm arl' my ·friends." It is bad 
hp(·ause sometimes people do 
things that they aren't supposed to. and sometimes people are' ec=m:;;iimma11a ___________________ m\il Cost of the repair was 
estimated by Director of Physi-
cal Plant, Emil Policay. "I would 
make a rough guess of $400~$500 
including the cost of the crane," 
which he termed "very reason-
able:" 
ltoberta Ferrell, 1625 Taughan-
no!"k Blvd., Trumansburg, Own-
Pr of "ThP Frame Shop." "I love 
having- t.hl· students around, .and 
it i~n·t hP<'aUSl' I own a small 
husin<'ss. I havt> four children of 
my own. and I rPally don't know 
what Itha(·a would he like 
without th(• studPnts. I've found 
I hl•m to Ill' polite and to g-o out of 
I hPir way. sometimes a lot more 
I han adults." 
bothersome. Such as whistling 
at you when you walk around 
downtown." 
.('.raig Singer, Junior, Physical 
Edu('at ion. "I think having all 
th(• students . around is good 
hP('aust• young people have dif-
fpn•nt ideas than oldn pl•ople, 
and thPy ('an bring about changes 
in the town fast t•r I han they 
l'OUld Ill' 'hrought about othcr-
wis(•." 
Michael Ellis, 112 East 8tate St., 
working at "Party Mart." "I like 
having the students all around. 
me. They help the town because 
they giye it. a lot ofbusiness. The 
bars would not be able to stay,in 
business- without all of . the. , . 
. · CQl~e~ ~~~~.'.'. ~ ~ ~ .. 
:, . .:.,..,.,.·.:',"I 
Tuosdav thr~ Saturday S p.m. ,o 1 a.m. Problems such as . these 
" ... are a fact of life" , w~·e·n 
situated on a hill, said Runyon. 
It is possible there may be 
similar problems in the Gardens 
and the Terraces again . in the 
future. 
Dinners Served 6:00-4:JO . 
Resorvalion5 Aeque5led- S39-7720 
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Funds Still Available For H&S Projects The Office of Campus Activites is sponsoring a bus ride to the Grand Prix on Sunday Oct. 5. The bus will leave for Watkins Glen at 8:30 am, Sunday and return after the race. Bus tickets are $3. 75 and 
must be purchased in the Office of Campus Activities, Egbert Union, 
'prior to departure. 
The Youthgrants in the 
Humanities program of the Na-
tional Endowment for the Hu· 
· manities (NEH) has awarded 23 
grants to support projects car-
ried out by young people around 
the nation. 
Dr. Ronald S. Berman, 
Chairman of the National En-
dowment for the Humanities, 
announced the grants in Wash-
ington. _ 
Federal SuppoJ'.i 
The Youthgrants program, 
presently in its fourth year, 
offers young persons an oppor-
tunity to obtain Federal support 
to corr.plete humanities projects 
which they · themselves have 
developed. The program was 
designed to stimulate the inter-
est of young people -in the 
humanities and to provide an 
opportunity for young people 
with background in the humani-
ties to make contribu~ions by 
('onducting projects similar to 
those of experienced profession-
al.c;. Applicants may be in or out 
of school; and may be sponsored 
hy local institutions such as 
~olleg~s or libraries or may apply 
as individuals. Applications by 
groups of young persons are also 
encouraged. 
The series of projects re-
J cently funded includes several 
high srh90l curriculum develop-
ment projects; scholarly re -
search and analysis in philo-
sophy, art history, folklore, and 
American history; translation 
projects; and several film and 
videotape documentaries. Sev-
eral representative projrcts are: 
Some examples 
Roger Macklis and Peter 
· Baldwin, 18:year'old freshmen at 
Yale University, seek to demon-
strate the continuing importance 
of philosophy to· American cul-
tur~ by documenting the influen-
ces of m~jor eighteenth:century 
philosophers on the leading intel-
lectual figures of the American 
re\;'olution. The thought of 
· Jerrerson, Franklin, Madison, 
Hamhton, and John Adams will 
he examined for its relationship 
to that of Locke, Hume, Hobbes, 
and Rousseau. Tht: grant of. 
$2,815' will ultimately produce a 
tearher's manual and a student 
handbook for use in secondary 
schools. Macklis is a philosophy · 
major from Phoenixville, Penn-
sylvania: Baldwin is a history 
major from Baltimore, Mary-
land. 
A Y outhgrant of $4,950 to 
the Eastern Middlesex Oppor-
tu · ies Council in Somerville, 
Mass usetts will underwrite 
the_ res rch _for a study pf the 
history of. juvenile reform pro-
grams and related developments 
be 
g'Jad 
i'n -th~ 
. ,•. 
· Lord 
I 
,. 
I 
' 
rural areas in the East, recording 
the performances, studying the 
techniques of local music's rela-
tion to local history and culture. 
She will study: French-Canadian 
fiddlers in Burlington, Vermont, 
I 
There will be exhibit of art work done in oils arid pencif on the 
second floor of the College library beginning Friday Oct. 3. The 
work: by Michael Olin '76 of Kings Road in Ithaca, was previously on 
display downtown in T.G. Millers. · 
in jurisprudenc~ from the early 
1800's through the first part of. 
this century, . Under the gui-
dance of a legal historian, seven 
young people between the ages 
of 16 and 18, themselves former 
juvenile offenders, will help 
research the subject and prepare 
a report suitable for use as ,a 
script for a video production. 
The activities will be directed by 
William Lazarus, 23, the Youth 
Coordinator for the Opportuni-
ties Council. ----
- and fiddlers in the Appalachian Three students in the School of Humanities and .Sciences are 
Scotch-Irish' tradition in Mr. needed to fill vacancies on the Communitv Council. Two students will 
Airy, North Carolina.· Because he chosen for two-year terms and one stti'dent for a one-year term. If 
Ornstein--who considers herself you are interested in serving on the Community Council, please 
a performer within the traditions contact Dean Baker, 206 Muller, Ext. 3102, by Friday Oct. 3. 
as well as a recorder of them-~ill ,. 
Lisa Ornstein, 19, of Oberlin 
College in Ohio has been award-
ed a grant of $1,977 for a study of 
American traditional music. An 
ethnomusicology major with_ 
several years' experience in both 
archival and field research in folk 
music, Ornstein will examine 
particularly the native tradition 
of fiddle-playing, visiting various 
have an opportunity to teach BOYNTON JR. HIGH SCHOOL NEEDS: Volunteer tutors; one for 
"old-timt; fiddling" to Oberlin 8th grade math (fractions) on any weekday morning, 10:~5 to ; 1 :35; 
students, the project is also seen one ~or Language Arts at 2:30 any weekday; one for English with an 
as a step toward making tradi- Iranian student on any day 10:55 to 11:35 or 1:05 to 1:45. 
tional music an acceptable part of 
the music school curriculum; 
For further information, 
write or call Darrel ·de Chaby, 
National Endowment for the 
Humanities, Washington, D.C., 
20506, (202) 382-5721. 
Buckley Law Affects Seniors· 
by Jon Choate don't fill it out, because they 
_ don't want to put t_heir name to 
The recently-enacted Buck- something that they're not really 
ley law, which is aimed at sure what it's used for." 
allowing a person more access to . Stanton indicated that "in 
his files which are held by others, the Registrar's Office (we) are 
affects areas such as student concerned with Buckley and how 
publicity, a fact many students it afft•(·ts the work we do hl'r 
may not realize. Although close and ... t.hl'rC' ha~ been basically no 
to80percentoftheNewsBµreaµ rhangt• in our operation. Wc'vp 
. Forms distributed - have· been always had an open S}5tem in the 
collected, · the outstanding 20 Registrar's Office whC're stu-
percent can create a problem. dPnts ean come in at anytimP and 
If a student fails to rm out look at their records in total. .. 
the form, publicity ca:nnot be However, according to 8tan-
sent out on that person.· This ton, "v(•ry few, maybe ten 
can. in turn, be detrimental to a students. -have come to look at 
senior, for instance, who may be thl•ir records hccaUS(' of tht• 
!tssisted by such publicity upon Ruckley Law." H4:'"added, that in 
graduation. __ (·ontr!1st students come frequent-
Many students feel the l;v · to check thl'ir academie 
forms "are of little value and n•cords for accuracy (summer 
they're not willing to take time "-Choo! grades, ctr.). 
time to fill them out," according 8tanton summed up thl' 
to Ithaca College Registi:at John openness of records in the 
Stanton. Stanton continued, Registrar's ·omce: "Things that 
"There may also be a few who we hep in this office are things 
just don't understand wha( the 1 hat thl' students are well aware 
news bureau form is and so they of." 
MISTER .DONUT 
·Featuring 
The Best of Coffee 
in Town 
IIIIStar 2Q9 SOUTH MEADOW 
·Doftut, · and the VILLAGE GREEN 
OPEN 24 HOURS at COMMUNITY CORNER 
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I $33,500;000 ~ 
I UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIP$ ~ 
I Over, $33,500,000 . unclaimed . scholarships, grants, aids, and D 
g fl!llowships· rcmgi11g from $50 to $10,000. Current list of these U 
sources researched and colnpil_ed as of September 5, 1975. r.l 
·I UNCLAIMED :SCAOLARSHIPS ' ' ~ 
369 Allen Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103 A I · O t. am encl~ing $12.95 P.l~s_ $1.00 for postage and handling. U 
. (Check or nioney order - no cash, please.) 
I If you wash lo use your cha•a• card, , ffl - ~·~He fil_t ~ul appropt••!• bo•~ below: • fl 
I · o· . f.- ·1==~~1'0 PLEA~E RUSH YOUR ft I ' L . l!! ..... II CURRENT LIST OF • 
I :.::::~t'.,a. ... , I UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS I· 111111• Cti..aros _ 1 SOURCES TO: 
GREATER ITHACA_ACTIVITES CENTER NEEDS: A volpntcer to 
h•ach gumnastics to a small group of youngsters on any weekday from 
3 to 5 pm; volunteer lifeguards (Senior Cert.) for a Tues. 7:30 to 9 pm 
swim program; and volunteers to assist with Wednesday 2:30 to 3:30 
art museum visits for youngsters 5 to 12 years of age. 
OAK HILL MANOR NEEDS: Volunteers to visit with individual, 
elderly residents, to assist with small groups in recreatioual or crafts 
programs, or to provide short musical or slide-show entertainment. 
Late mornings, late afternoons, or early evenings of any day can be 
arrang-ed. 
('.AMP FIRE NEEDS: A volunteer group leadl'r at Central School; 
an assistant leader at Henry St. John School, and a musk and 
movement or arts and crafts leader at BOCES. Afl!'r Sl'hool hours on 
wcC'kdays an• meeting times. 
Pleas<' ,·all the Voluntary Action Centl'r, 272-9411. or the LC. 
Community Servicl' officl', 274-3311, for an appointment to any 
voluntar.v st'rvie(•. 
A recital of Baroque chamber music will be presented by Ithata 
College faculty Thursday evening, Oct. 2. The public is invited to 
attend t.he admission-free program at 8:15 pm in Walter Ford Hall. 
The College Madrigal Singers, who will assist in thC' 
performance, sing under the direction of Prof. James E. Porterfield, 
Jr. 
A voice major at Ithaca College, Jeannie Clark, will present her 
senior recital at 8:15 pm Friday, Oct. 3, in Walter Ford Hall. Tht' 
public is invited. . . . 
Miss Clark, a soprano, will c,pen her program w,, h the Prologi.e 
from L'Orfeo by Monteverdi followed by R"bert P,:humann·~ s~>ng 
cycle Frauenliebe und Leben. She will also sing Bac:11an:1s Bras1le1r~ 
No. 5 by Villa-Lobos, My Beloved Is Mine by Britten and a set of six 
Poulenc songs, Fiancailles Pour Rire. . . 
Assisting instrumentalists are Peter Hastings Hu~c~mgs, p1~no; 
Sandy Rogers, oboe; Warwick Lister and Ann M1khch, v1o~ms; 
Robert Crawford, viola; Evelyn Kalish, cello; Peter Lehman, gmtar. 
Recipe # 11½. 
C THE UERYICLE: 
1. Find someone who has a freezer. 
2. Put a bottle of Jose Cuervo Gpld in it. 
3. Go away. 
4. Come back later that same day. 
5. Open the bottle and pour a shot of the 
golden, viscous liquid. 
6. Drink it with grace and dignity. 
Or other people, if they're not around. 
lnlifNIIII No. I - I I c,ecs,, . I- I _ . Card No. 11... -. -------'· ;,1111!!!!!!~' -·1;. = ,: ·:. ::::':: :::: :,o:;:~1::1~:iPi~::i;:;::::::: I 
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In Prais·e Of Some· 
The pages of the I~ . as well as 
Intracollege ,and the airwaves of WICB, have been_ 
noticeably lacking in news these past few weeks. 
Not to discredit the hardworking staff~ of each 
of these media, it is just that there apparently has 
_been no news on the campus of Tate. No 
demonstrations, controversies, coverups or trage-
dies. 
Which, while making it hard to put out a 
newspaper, tends to give one the idea that the 
reason there is no news ii because this is a fairly 
well-run institution. . 
· When things go wrong, there ·-is plenty of 
blame to place on people. Whe)l things go right, 
however, very often the "heroes" go unnoticed. 
So while there is no news, we would like to 
take this opportunity to offer our praise and thanks 
of a job well donw to two administrators and their 
staffs. This is not to say that these are the only two 
administratios who do things well, just that these 
two are worthy of mention. 
Registrar John Stanton deserves . honorable 
note in our administrator's hall of fame. Registra-
tion this year went more smoothly than it ever has 
in past years, and the idea of registering by mail wa 
was not only a timesaver, but a slight stroke of 
genius in the "why-didn't-anybody-ever-thinlt-of-it-
before" category. . . 
In addition, there hangs on .Stanton's offive 
wall a 30-month calendar with events, registration 
and course news to take a student much of the way 
through his college career. The door is always open 
.here, for students to come and chat, or. talk about 
scheduling problems, or anything. Stanton is one of 
the more reachable administrators, and has, quite 
often, prov.en that he has an open mind. 
On top of the financial pyramid is Paul 
Farinella, Vice-President for Business anlFinance. 
He and his staff have done and are doing an 
admirable job, considering the circumstances ... of 
being a very expensive, upper middle class private 
college. In a time when colleges of this sort are 
beginning to have troubles, IC is in the black, and 
has been operation there for many years. It's not an 
easy task, especially considering, among other 
things, that IC has the highest per student debt 
service in the entire country! (An estimated $600 
from each student's tuition monies goes toward 
· paying off the debt o~ed on the buildings.) 
Other administrators are-doing fine jobs, too, 
as evidenced by -how smoothly things are running 
lately. Even if it is just "the calm before the 
storm", it's good to know we have the people who 
will be able to weather any crises in the. near 
future. ' · · · · · · 
Strike Up A Band 
Ithaca College has a world-renowned school of -
music. Prestigious professors. Students who are. 
absolute geniuses when it comes to transforming 
written notes into aural languages. And yet at 
halftime at sporting events, noticeably football 
games, there is no marching band to musically 
cheer our team~ on to v!ctory. 
President Whalen, it has been said, is thinking 
of bringing in the high school marching band to 
fulfill this inadequacy. That is a marvelous jdea to 
bring the town of Ithaca closer with Ithaca College, 
but it should not have to be done. Surely there are 
some music students who are also sports--.fans'? 
Surely, with a school of music as large as ours, with 
<!- reputation such as ours has, we can come up with 
a marching band. · · 
Editor-ln-Chief ... .Amdy Friedmnn 
- Associate Editor .... Pau1·stem · 
· · Advertising Manager .••• Jefffey &em, 
News Editor.; .. Toni Somma 
Sports Eclitor. ... Marde Gorman 
Entertainment Ediqsr ..•. Jay Bobbin 
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The Ithacan -is published weekly during the 
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This space will be ~served each week j,;,. are · Umited to . ~ . more th~f ; iwo , typed, 
'Your Space ' •.. a chance for you to- say something double-spaced pages, and must' be 8Ulmiitted by 4 
any way you woul,d like to say it. Almost. l'{o -pm Tuesday preceding Thur!daY pv.bl~ation. This 
obscenities, please, and the article must be of space will be made availllb_le'as· Qjtfi(as ther.e are 
interest ti;, the general. Colleg_~_community. ·_Essays comme.nts: , · · ·' ' 
By Serge Retlock I~haca - College · community. . Students attend 
. classes, . have good · times . witb ftjend~. become 
. The 1970's have been declared .as a time of interested in some <>f their academic endeavors. 
student apathy when compared to the turbulent · But when -it comes to being involved in their 
days of the late sixties when campus activism was departments and the- gove~ing p~es~ of the 
. widespread. Many people complain that young· college, students are unwilling to participate •. Is it 
·. people n1> longer care what is happening around because they don't care or because _they realize 
them as they . .have.-become numb to the violence their atte~pts for reform will accomplish little7 
and power-politics that cloak business •oriented Sometimes, when a particular issue strikes close to 
operations. Watergate, the hearings delving into home, they will·show some spirit of caring but only 
covert CIA operations, , attempted assignations, when that ~sue has the f!emblan1;e_ of being a crisis. 
murders, and a host of other· 'tales· fill our The Politics Department offers an example of 
newspapers and a part of our lives, yet some people this. When confron~d with. a threat of reducing 
feel that we are hiding within ourselves and don't the student participation in the Politics Depart-
care about the world around us. · ment as full voting members, the students of this 
But wh~t else could be expected of a people. major arose to the occasion -and_ held a mass 
who grew up believing in the "goodness" and meeting to elect representatives. The crisis has 
"freedom" that America 'is supposed to stand for. now passed and- the Politics students have 
Most students were only becoming aware of the seemingly held onto their power to· be active 
outside world during the peace demonstrations of members of the department. However, the next. 
the sixties and they learned a lesson which was student meeting, without the lure of a crisis, will in 
- totally contradictory to the American ideology that all probability .be sparseJy attended, creating new 
they were taught to believe in. The government is observations of student apathy. This could be 
made up of the people, acting for the people; so our attributed to the feeling of the ,stud~nts, who are 
grade school educations taught us. But the lesson not elected representatives, that their opinions and 
of the sixties was that -indeed the government was suggestions have.little impact on departmental 
not listening to its people. The anti-Vietnam War decisions. · _ 
protests were viewed by our President from his The Politics Department however opens its 
Joung~. sitting b)lck and no_t :ealizing, nor caring doors for all students, :ye~ only a h~ndf~ regular}! 
what the protesters were trymg to say. . respond. The vast maJonty of maJors either don t 
The Vietnam War and the many years that it care, or feel that their ability to introduce reform in 
took to wind down direct American participation the department is not worth the time. · The 
proved to many that attempting to redirect the Department . continues · to encourage student . 
focus of the government actually . did little to participation, asking them to care about. their 
resolve the, moral conflict surrounding the issue. education, -and to do something about it. But it 
The only result was to push the peopl~ away from · seems that we, the stude_nts, have learned, our 
wanting to parti~ipate in-public affairs because of lessons .too well: the tragedy of hopelessness 
the new attitude of liopelessness. And this feeling underlining the WVietnam War, and the hopeless-
of not being able to redirect the government is real. ness of making govenµnent an honest, people~ri-
Have you ever attempted to change a standing ented institution. We no longer care to attempt to 
policy of an organization that is supposed to be change those injustices and we now don't care to 
serving you?· It's diffi<;Ult to do; a lot of p~tience. • ,,l!-t~m~t tor put . mor~ ,individual_., -inp.u,t into our 
hard work, and compromising is only the beginning college comm~ty. After all,it is, e~i~r. to sit back 
of a policy change. And then to realize that your and enjoy life and our friends, allowing 011!5elves to 
efforts were useless ... · burn inwardly only when something-strikes us as 
· Apathyisnot.astateofnon-caring. Ins~a4 .. it being,1:1nfair .... ,.~ :' .·., .. - ,"' · · 
is a vote of compliance, not necf.ssarily because the .Some people will ask, _well how can l do 
apathetic person agrees with the given issue, but anything to help the colle!!e•. or ~h~ city, or the 
because he realizes that his efforts may very well country. The answer to .this 1s_ within each of us; 
be useless. So, the person continues to read the living our. own lives atteµipting to set an example 
newspapers and listen to outsiders' refuses. to_ try"' f~r othe_rs. Or_perhaps-_i~ is;vo!cing o~r th~u~hts 
to correct the injustices that surround a partially and. feelmgs to others outside of immediate friends. 
corrupt government or a corporation interested Just about' evecy student realizes that Ithaca 
only in selling electric can-openers to consumers College has ·some pro_blems that have to be dealt 
who actuallyneed mor~Jresh beans at dinne~e .. · with, but only a few push themselves to attetnpt to 
The apathetic person understands tlfat attempting offer solutions and alternatives. : 
to change immoral ideas that surround the 
imperialistic economic.society which we live in can ••• 
. not be done because the whole of American society 
and bfe is founded on the individualistic gains of it;, - . Not all lt:ssons ~of a person's · life are 
people and it-s institutions. . c_onstructive in nature. The apthy' tl!at arose.~ the 
So, many people today try to live their own wake of the Vietnam protests( th~ dissapproval of 
lives according to their own moral standards. If a all politicians due to .Water~te. and student 
politician commits a crime, the person· cares and apathy after our thwarted attempts to secure_ a 
expresses it to close friends, b~t what's th~ P?int in teaching positio1;1 for Berri&:311 two _years ago, are 
getting upset about it. People are begmrung t9 examples that hin<ler American society. U ·people 
realize that the only way to chan~ s~~ty ~ to live have JOD1etliing to , say and are-_ subsequently 
by what' the individual feels and believes, ~opID:g ign~l'l"·, how ~ one e~ them_ to care to speak 
that other people will do the same .. 0·:1.y m this agam?. But, thlS ~canng is.our-fault, as students 
way will the accepted norms of the Ame~ican and as American people, so perhaps we . shou~d 
society shift to fit the people it makes up •. Yet at unteach .ourselves and speak out - there 1s 
the same time, new thoughts and feelings can only- somebody listening, somewhere. 
be achieved through interaction with people · Paradoxically, the funniest thing about 
outside our lives, so it can't hurt to speak those apathy is that when, most of the !'E!aders of this 
thoughts. · col um~ finish, they'll inerely shrug tb~ir- sh~ulders 
and· tura the page to chec,k out what. movies are 
playing-this·,w~k. Jnstead, perhaps· now is the 
time to,sit down and think of ways to make tliis. 
••• 
This sense of apathy is very much a, part of. thE . college-,c~m'!lunity a better place to live an,l learn._ 
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To the Editor: : · . . ntor of -i~rei~ $.~.d, -was and, . '~r:~~s,. of. ~this :_ca;pus: }rhe 
- . . · . .·· r('n:ia~ris' my<·colleagu~. -Clai!_'.e '· g,ro\\:th. oC',the' f>rogram :has 
I would like to thank you for ~ .Allen;· ·on -·whose:~ :~nergy'.- and ·. brought , expansion: ,riot repi~ce.~ · 
the article ·on · Foreign Study.. enthusiasm ;ilQne""the,:Office was,. .. menJ. : · : , - .. -· ~ : · · · '. . 
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Turning Or1e's Loss 
'Into Profit · , , 
By_Andy Friedman 
New York State government officials released 
some alarming stiitistie:s last week ••. by 1984, there 
will be less than ten private colleges left in New 
York. · · · , 
No~, this would shake college administra-
tors down to their collective fund-raising socks. But 
. · !C's intrepid money grabber, PJ Lotsabucks, kept 
bis cool. · · 
"Nothing to worry about, nothing at all to 
worry about." 
"Nothing to worry about?'' I retorted. "How 
can you say that, when there are rumors going 
around that all the lavatories on campus will be 
converted into pay toilets by the end of the week!" 
"Poppycock," PJ sniffled. ' 
. "Well then ... bow. do you plan' to fight the 
money war?" I asked. . 
"Ell:imentary. You have been reading the news 
lately, I take it... with all the kidnappings? The 
Bronfman heir, the Beirut incideht, the diners in 
London presently 'being held hostage · in the 
basement of a restaurant ... " 
"Yes?" 
"Well. · In cooperation with the office of 
Safety and Security, during Thanksgiving vaca-
tion, some major renovations will be made in all of 
the dorms and classroom buildings." 
"Like what?" 
-"This is a secret, so you mustn't tell a soul," he 
cautioned. I nodded. "All the doors and windows 
are to be outfitted with electronic locks. When I 
press a button here in my office, doors, windows, 
drainpipes, anything with any type of opening will 
be instantly sealed and no one will be able to leave 
the campus. Phone service to rooms · will be 
disconnected, to avoid outside calls for heJJ,. 
'• • , ' ,•' • I , 
"Tber~fore, everyone becomes a hostage. We 
ransom off the entire student body for $25 a· head, 
and come out with ..• $100,000. We do this four, 
maybe five times per year. and we probably never 
have to raise tuition again!" 
"Yeah, but who do you ransom them to?'' I 
queried. . 
'Their parents, of course; In this day and age· 
of inflation and ceiling· prices, a $25 ransom is a 
fantastic deal. How could they object? And to 
make it more fun, we'll have "false-ransoms." You 
know, like they do with the fire alarms? We'll try to 
hold the students prisoners, but let them escape 
once or twice, just for jollies. This school will be in 
no financial . trouble ever again! If student 
kidnapping works out, we have the entire faculty, 
physical plant and the chaplain's offices to go 
through!"· 
"So you could save the college financially," I 
pointed out. "But who would come to a college 
where they'd. be kidnapped four or five times a 
·· year? You wouldn't 'have a student body of more 
than two!" 
· "Well ... there are some flaws. But I do have a 
backup pl1;1n." 
"Oh?" . 
A twinkle crone into his eye. He pressed a red · 
button·on top of his desk and behind'me, a part of 
the floor slid away, revealing a. glass cage 
imbedded in the floor. In the cage was a man, or 
what was left of him. His beard was scraggly, his 
clothes unkempt, and the stench rose even through · 
the glass. · 
"Here's my two million-dollarer," he said 
proudly .. ''There are many who would pay upwards 
of two-millio,n to get this man back."· 
\. "Who-?" I asked, awed. · 
• "Jimmy Hoffa," he said, nonchalantly, picking 
up a cigar. "So yoti see, my boy, IC has nothing to 
worry about at all, financially." 
"Er, that may be so, Mr. Lotsabucks, and I 
tru~ you, I really do, but·-do you really think you 
should be lighting your cigar with a hundred dollar 
bill ... ?" - . 
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Cayugan Price Absurd 
To The F.ditor: 
i received my registration 
: packet in London recently and 
found an appalling announce-
ment. A computer card declared 
that students could o!>tain a copy 
of the 1976 Cayugan for only 
$9.50, with the price scheduled 
to increase. 
In. the past 'two academic 
years, the Cayugan has received 
at least a $28,000 budget from 
Student Congress. · This breaks 
down to $7.00 of-every student's 
tuition going to the Cayugan; 
Thursday, 10/2 
Lunch 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Bacon, Lettuce, Tomato 
Sandwich 
Sheperd's Pie 
Fruit Cold Plate 
Pizza / 
Desserts 
Dinner 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Oven -Broiled Chicken 
Chinese Pepper Steak 
Cheese Omelet 
Fruit Salad Plate 
Desserts 
Friday, 10/3 
Lunch 
Appetizers 
Harnburge~. French Fries 
Spanish Macaroni 
Meat Roll-Up Salad Plate 
Ham and Cheese < n Rye 
Sandwich Bar 
Desserts 
Dinner 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Roast Pork - Applesauc-
Dressing 
Baked Fish 
Meatball Sandwich or Super 
Supper Sandwich 
Desserts 
Saturday, 10/4 
Lunch 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Grilled Salami and Cheese 
Thus, for a student-" who 
elects to pay another $9.50, the 
c·ayugan will only cost $16.50. 
For the student who does not 
want a copy. the cost is only 
$7.00. 
Whj.Ie it is granted that 
publishing costs have risen, the 
price quoted is absurd. As noted 
in the September 11 issue of The 
Ithacan, Student Congress has 
already released $10,000 to the 
Cayugan for this year's budget. 
Thus, the trend continues. 
Sandwich 
Ravioli Casserole 
Scrambled Eggs 
Fruit Plate with Turkey 
Roll-Up 
Sloppy Joe 
Desserts 
Dinner 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Stuffed London Broil 
Seafood Basket 
Charcoal Broiled Steak 
Desserts 
Sundav. 10/5 
Brunch 
Scrambled Eggs 
Fried Eggs 
French Toast 
Link Sausage 
Fruit Bowl 
_ Bagels 
Cream Cheese 
Cold Cuts 
Dinner 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Veal Cutlet Parmesan 
Braised Beef and Vegetab 
Cheese Dogs 
Desserts 
Monday, 10/6 
Lunch 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Grilled Reuben 
Hoagie on French Bread 
Chili Fritos 
Fruit Plate with ' Cottage 
Cheese --
Denver Sandwich 
Desserts 
THE ,ITHACAN 
is,available downtown 
at these locations: 
I urge The Ithacan to look 
into this matter and report to the 
student body. It appears that 
once again, student funds are 
being carelessly misappropriated 
or individually pocketed. $7.00 
may not be all that much, hut 
with tuition over $5,000, every 
move to halt waste and theft. 
helps. 
John Klumph 
Ithaca College, London 
Dinner 
Appetizers " 
Salads 
Salisbury Steak with Mush-
room Sauce 
Roast Turkey 
Eggp_lant Parmesan 
Salad Bar 
Desserts 
T1,1esdav, 10/7 
Lunch 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Fishwich 
Old Fashioned Beef Pie 
Julienne Salad Bowl 
Hot Dogs, Baked Beans, 
Sauerkraut 
Desserts 
Dinner 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Cheese Steak Hoagie 
Baked Lasagna 
Fried Perth 
Desserts 
Wednesdav, iO!B 
Lund1 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Hamburger Hero 
Banana Split Cold Plate 
Tuna Salad Sandwich 
Apple Fritter with Sausage 
Links 
SAGA's Super Salad Special 
DinnJ?esserts 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Roast Beef 
Ham_burger Deluxe 
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A Successful .. ~ P .O~R. ·~ 
By Noelle J, Burke 
The current Ithaca College Drama Depart-
ment's production of Lawrence and , Armina 
Langner's "The Pursuit of Happiness", directed by 
Robert Bardwell, is a warm, humorous comedy of 
American values, set in Revolutionary War times. 
The plot ce_nters on Max Christmann, a young 
Hussian soldier played by Pr.der Anderegg, and his 
courtship of Prudence Kirkland, a colonial girl 
played by Jacquelin Percival. Max has deserted 
th_e British in favor of liberty and "the pursuit of 
happiness" as promised by the new-born United 
States. He is subsequently arrested and placed on 
parole, pending entry into the U.S. Army, when he 
meets and falls in love -with Prudence. . · 
The colonial atmosphere is captured iri the set 
with a large brick fire place, plaster walls and wood 
paneling, marred only at the rear by a deep pink 
wall. Technically, the production is extremely 
simple and quite flawless. _One wonders;how they 
manage. to tr1msport the massive four ·poster bed 
down the narrow steps and into the front room: 
The jagged-edged center board carries omi"nous 
warning. Once accepted, the bed is used skillfully 
to create some very funny momenfs during the 
bundling scene. 
The men's costumes are striking, especially 
the British and Colonial uniforms. The women's 
dresses are appropriate, but Mrs. Kirkland's are 
slightly elaborate for the puritan atmosphere. 
Attempts to deal with early American accents fail 
(through their obvious affectation) for C. Townsend 
Olcott IJ's Aaron Kirkland, his wife Comfort. 
portrayed by Hope Chillington, their daughter and 
Thad Jennings, played by Craig Saeger. Peder 
Andercgg's Austrian accent is convincing, and as 
Colonel Sherwood, Roger Jaep's low-class Virginia 
drawl works well. The wayward servant girl Meg 
played by Marisa Redanty, carries a perfect 
measure of comedy, while Gary Lippi's Reverend 
Banks accurately conveys a stock character. 
Jacqueline Percival's small build creates 
problems that are dealt with at certain times and 
ignored, to the detriment of the play, at others. 
The dichotomy between mother _and daughter· is 
.emphasized in their hair styles. Prudy's is pulled 
severely back, contrasting Comfort's youthful and 
abundant curls. The role of young girl is difficult to 
convey, fighting the apparent frivolity in the 
"puritan" mother. The lovers' scenes are very 
carefully blocked to alleviate awkwardness stem-
min~ from size. M~. ·Percival succeeds in conveying 
a_ hvely personality, despite physical inability to 
blend smoothly with the rest Jf the cast. 
The 1930's drawing-room comedy focuses on 
questions of liberty and the pursuit of happiness 
-.opposed to a ridged m~rality. Max Christm~n's 
naive views of America's proclaimed values 
compare amusingly with the century-old values of a 
stron~ puritan ~ommunity. The cast works clo$ely 
to_bnng off thJS comedy, and is successful. The 
play is ener~tic and lively, highly recommended to 
the college · community. _ "The Pursuit of 
.ltappiness" runs each night this week. through 
Saturday at 8:15 p.m. -in the Performing Arts 
building. Tickets are free for students with, their 
ID cards, and reservations are recom~ended. 
-Music Box 
The following event is scheduled for this week 
in Ford Hall: 
Friday, 8:15 p.m. - Sepior recital, Jeannie Clark, 
soprano. _Prologue from L'Orfeo by Monteverdi; 
Schumann s· song cyclt3, Frauenliebe und Lev.en; 
Villa-Lobos' Bachianas Brasileiras No. 5; My 
Belov~d is Mine by.Britten; and a set of six Poulenc 
songs, Fianca_illes Pour R~. Assisted by Peter 
Hastings Hutchings, paino; Sandy Rogers, oboe; 
Warwick Lister and Ann Miklicb, violins; Roberta 
Crawford, viola; Evelyn Kalish, cello; and Peter 
Lehman, guitar. · 
MOVIES 
IN.ITHACA 
Ithaca - Closed tonight (Thurs.). 
Starts·Tomorrow (Fri.): Monty Python and 
the Holy Grail (PG): What can we say? Watch out 
for the Trojan Rabbit, and let's hear it for the 
Knights of Ni! 7:00, 9:00 p.m: 
State -Tonight only: Ulysses (?0: The film version 
of James Joyce's famous story. 7 and 9:15 p.m. 
Starts To~orrow: The 'Master._ Gunfigb~r . . , 
(PG): Billy Jack himself, Tom Laughlin, starts 
using more conventional weaponry in this story of a 
man who helps an Indian tribe out of trouble. 7:00, 
9:15 p.m. 
Cinema - Farewell, My Lovely (R): And. hello. 
Philip Marlowe. Robert Mitchum stars as novelist 
Raymond Chandler's famed detective'. 7:15, 9:15 
p.m. 
Temple - If You Don't Stop It You11 Go Blind (R): 
A lunatic sex farce. If you don't see it, you11 ... uh, 
well ... 7:00, 9:qo p.m. 
--:--~·-•1;11 1 
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By Jay Bobbin 
What can you say about a newJiwed _who 
cheats on his wife ... on their honeymoon, no less? 
Well, he certainly doesn't ,vaste time,-that's for 
sure. He's Charles Grodin, and the film 1s Elaine 
MaY'. s The Heartbreak Kid. Married to a rather 
plain, :whimpering gal· (played by director May's 
daughter, Jeannie Berlin), Grodin finds his "dream 
girl" ... in the fonn.(literally) of Cybill Shepherd. 
When his wife becomes.ill from too much sun, the 
"Kid" gets his chance to· go.·,after his-- new' love. 
Grodin has to handle his new girl's wealthy father 
(a terrific performance by Eddie Albert), and that's 
only the. start of his. new bundle of troubles. The 
Neil Simon screenplay k witty ~d right on target 
all the_~llY. Acttiall;t, Grodin's char~ is really a 
schleppier version o( Warren Beatty in Shampoo. 
The Heartbreak Kid is one of the most entertaining 
romantic comedies of the decade ... and if you're 
engaged,. or a newlywed, don't follow the main 
character's tactics too cl~ely. - -· · 
Reporter Peter Miller (Jon Voiglit) gets 
possession of the diary of an executed Jew who was 
killed during World War II. The contents of. the 
diary may lead Miller to an escaped Nazi war 
criminal, as well as into a very dangerous situation. 
The Odessa File, adapted from . Frederick 
Forsyth's novel, is a tense, well-constructed 
thriller with fascinating historical background. 
~ne sequence, which involves Voight being pushed 
m front of'an oncoming subway train, may just put 
you on the edge of your seat. Maximilian Schell is 
the German bad guy whom Voight has a secret 
motive for getting. Directe.d by Ronald. Neame, 
The Ode_ssa File is a logical, factual _thriller which 
features fine performances,-even if Voight tends to 
lose his German accent along the way. 
This Weekend's Guide 
'fhe Heartbreak Kid, Thursday at 9:30 p.m~. 
Friday at 7 and 9:30 p.m.; 50 cents. 
The Odessa File, Saturday and Sunday at 7 and 
9:30 p.m.; 75 cents.· · 
Next W~ek's Coming Attractions . .. 
Thurs. and Fri.: Donald Sutherland and Elliott 
Gould, the team from M*A*S*H, in S*P*Y*S. 
·, (The title looks like a R*I*P~O*F*F,). .. .. 
Sat. and Su:~:- -G~~;~ Se~ -~d EDio~t Gould·· ·, 
(again) hit·as many gambling casinos as they.can in 
- I 
California-Spli~:... .,.;,,. , .. , : , ,. ,, " , ."'·· ,.:,:, .. 
Turrentine 
Comine To Unicorn 
By Josh Goldman 
.. 
Stanley Turrentine, perhaps the best of 
America's tenor _saxophonists, will appear this 
Sunday evening at the Unicorn on East Statll 
Street. There will be"two shows beginning at 8 and .l,··.:i .. :•,-
11 p.m. · ' -
Turrentine. has ·recently changed his musical 
style from· his familiar, ·basic blues pattern to a 
!Dore upbeat, "jazzier" sound. This is exemplified 
ip such songs as "Pieces of Dreams". Turrentine· 
uses no electronic devices othei than a microphone -
-~arid the engineer's control board; .his own dynamic 
vitality does the rest. ~ 
. 1oo10, ...... s1.· .... 
. . . 
- -
~II Sm~ker's ~:supplies 
Paperb~und Bo~ks -___ . 
Pipe ·Rep•i,s. 
' M.ag·azine~· . 
,~~,-~e~pers 
-..: ,., ' .. _._-- -
.! . 
\ 
,, 
I 
I .. 
fiim Overview .:~--- · :·, 
Bunue1·s.Surrealism 
·oeeand.ftis ···p11an'tol11· 
··By~dyKaye 
Le Fantome de la Liberte (The Phantom of 
Liberty), w~ieh recently .. 'played in Ithaca, 
represents the latest achievement of Ji.uis Buntrel, 
the master surrealist film-maker who has entered 
his 46th year of film direction. · "Le Fantome" is a 
series of tenuously-linked sutrealist sketches which 
hysterically and viciously tear apart our modern-
day society. - -
Bunuel isn't f!!l_W..to social criticism. His first 
two films, released in 1928 and 1930, caused great 
scandal due to their shocking content and ridicule 
of society's conventions and institutions. When 
Bunuel's_L'Age d'Or (The Golden Age) opened in 
Paris, 1930, a manifesto written by the Surrealists 
accompanied tlie program. It stated that the film 
was a perfect complement to.the state of affairs of 
the time: " ... The foundations are laid, convention 
becomes dogma, policemen push people around just 
as they do in everyday life, accidents occur in 
bourgeois society while· that society pays no 
attention whatsoever ... (furtber debilitating) an 
already rotting society that tries to prolong its 
exi~tellce artificially by the use of priests and 
policemen ... " They continued to state that a 
revolution of lQVe would abolish the present class 
society, opening n\)W horizons.· On December 3rd, 
1930, the screen was vandalized and art works in 
the theatre lobby were slashed by fascists. In a 
week the film was banned, while the hoods went 
free. · 
In Le Fantome de la Liberte, the unrelenting 
attacks on society are still .ever-present, although 
Bunuel's "method of attack" has been altered in 
accordance with the change of times. In his own 
words, "How is it possible to shock after the Nazi 
mass murders and the a.tom bombs dropped on 
Japan?" Le Fantome is,m·uch m_ore.low,keyed·in .its 
humor and comment. In one scene, a stranger 
givei; two little girls what the audience assumes to 
be dirty pictures. Wh~ the parents see them they 
are shocked, looking at each, and ma.lwJg 
judgements su·ch as , "obseene", "disgusting", 
"going too far" ... the pictures are revealed to be 
travel postcards. They then fire their maid (all 
households contain. servants~to blame things· t)O), ·• 
and next, give the postcards back to the children! · 
Such 'turn-arounds' occur in every- scene: Scenes 
, with card-playing, cigar-smoking monks; a "poet-
killer" who mass-murders is convicted to death, 
and then is set free; inane- ·policemen, doctors, · 
teachers, concerned· with only pettiness and 
conformity; which are we 'to find more disgusting? 
Aren~t- ~li of these equally repulsive? Bunuel 
creates a world so backward, SQ absurd - isn't it Olli" 
world he's talking about? The ending is harrowini,-
.. leaving the viewer with the truly-~ provoking 
thought: "What the hell is going on"? .._ 
,. · In,__making L'Age d'Or Bunuel aimed to '.'rape' 
clear consciences" with a - "passionate appeal to 
murder". . · In his recent filµl, the passion is 
subdued, but the aim remains the same: " ... to 
disturb people and destroy the rules of a kind nf 
conformism that wants everyone . .to think that th~ 
are living in the best of all possible ·worlds." 
han.ging c_andles· 
the aron sh:~J.t 
. NWNfOWN tfMACA 272·S101 
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WICB 
AM61 
"Mandy" ... "Michelle'.' ... "Susan" .•. these girls' 
names and many others have been immortalized in 
popular songs. JaiBobbin will play many of these 
tunes this week on "Oldies, Incorporated". Also 
featured will be the. bits of Mick Jagger and the 
Rolling Stones. The program is heard each Sunday 
from 4 to 7 p.m. on WICB-AM61, and requests are 
welc~me at x3216 or 274-3216. 
"Trax"~ a program featuring P.W-:~ aiul 
upcombtg albums, has returned to WICIJ.AM61. 
Hosted' by Marty · Gould, the show. is i>fti-llied 
Mouc!,ays and Thursd~ys at 1 a.m. "Trax" p~ 
an excellent. way of surveying the latest -~ 
releases before purchasing them. 
. 
~- WICB-AM 61 is continuing to broadcast 
-Unclassified Ads each day. Unclassifieds are 
services or _ilt.•ms that·are not for sale, such a!'I rides 
or trades. Those wishing to use this service ze 
inv~ted to se11d th~ir notices through Intra-C~p~s 
mail lo: Uncl.,ssified Ads, WICB-AM, Soutli Hill 
Broadcast Centt.•r, Ithaca College: 
WICB 
FM91 
This Saturday, Cortland comes in to test the 
Bombers on the football field. The Bombers, fresh 
off their second straight win over Albany State last 
week, will be-going for their thJrd cornfocutive, 
victory of the 1976 season. 91 ICB will_be there to 
bring you all the action at 12:30 p.m. Join 
Sportscasters ,Nick Drinker and Pete Taibot as 
they call the play-by-play and provide commentary 
on this important contest. 
Every Sunday morning from 7 to 9 a.m., the 
. finest in classical music is presented on the WICB 
Concert Ball. Each show,·produced and hosted by 
David Ginder, is varied ~thin itself, and spans the 
classical spectrum from pre-Baroque to contempor-
ary music as composed for. virtually . every 
performance medium. Be sure to tune to 91 ICB, 
every Sunday.morning from 7 to 9, foi;: Pavid_Ginder 
and the WICB Concert Hall. 
This weekend, 91 ICB will present the music of 
the-Beach Boys, Beatles, and Four Seasons in an 
all-request Super-Groups Weekend. The number 
to call is 274-3217. Be sure to tune to 91 ICB for an 
all request Super-Groups Weekend, Oct. 3rd to 
5th. 
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WICB-TU 
THE FOLLOWING IS THE CHANNEL 7 
BROADCAST SCHEDULE FOR SUNDAY, OC-
T0BER6: 
. -
7:00 NEWS SCF~E--Local and national news 
reported by Jeff Scheidecker and Nick Drinker, 
and Sports with Frank Cuce. 
7:30· VICTORY AT SEA·-A history of the·Navy's 
involvement in World War II with musical score by 
Richard Rodgers. 
8:00 '.!'BE UNSER BROTHERS-- The story of 
Bobby_and Al Unser in their world of racing. 
9:00 NASA·-A documentary about the 'space 
industry. 
9:30 BETfER NEVER··The police visit Claude 
and Lucy after Claude's dealings with a "For Sale" 
sign. Miss Farron clears things up, but Lenny may 
have to adopt Claude. Then, Mr. Terranee tells 
Lucy she must tell her father about the police - and 
Claude. Part 4. 
10:00 NEWS SCENE-A wrap-up of local and 
national i\ews. 
10:15 ALL KINDS OF PEOPLE 
SCHEDULE FOR CHANNEL 6 
OCT. 6-0CT. 9 
7:30 NEWS SCENE-National, local. and campus 
news. 
7:45 ALL KINDS. OF PEOPLE - Host Frank 
Carpano talks with the Ithaca Police Chief. 
8:00 VICTORY AT SEA 
8:30 PLACER COUNTY, THE GOLD COUNTRY 
- (Mon. and Wed. Only) 
NASA - the Space Industry (Tues. and Thurs. 
Only) 
9:00 FLASH GORDON #4 - (Mon. and Wed. Only) 
UNIVERSAL MAGIC - (Tues. and Thurs. Only) 
A fun but interesting tour through the Universal 
film studios. 
9:30 THE LAUREL AND HARDY MURDER 
CASE - The boys at their best, in a Hal Roach 
comedy classic. 
10:00 NEWS SCENE 
I. ureau o. . oncerts 
~OUDLYPRESENTS 
' - . 
.-AMl;S T~ YLctR 
. SPRfNG-SEMESTER,ABROAD 
. "Applications Due Soon"-. 
Florence Italian, Fine A:rt;s, History; Politica! Science 
• •• A • 
\,. 
\ 
/ 
~cl.Shalimar 
BOUTIQUE FASHIONS 
A boutique devoted exduslv0ly to _Imports. 
Visit us for exotic. hand · embroidered, 
authentic folk designs. colorful peasant 
blouses, men's shirt~ dresses, and caftans. 
Also sllk scarves, handbags, waterbeds. 
smoking paraphernalia, lewelry, rugs and-, 
of course, a huge nssortment of hand 
blocked bedspreeds. 
t-oJSeof Shalins TWO CONVENIENT l-OCATIONS 411 COLLEGE AVENUEa ON THE COMMONS 
BOUTIQUE FASHIONS 2'73-7939 
-NA VY ······-········ 
THE LIFE THESE MEN LEAD 
·M NEYCAN'TBUY · 
' 
oo~a,w~-
. .,;c •·• 
. I 
Classified ads are free for the I~luu:a College 
community and must b.e submitted in writing to our 
office by ~ pm Tue8day. Clall,ifieds are $2. 00 per 
thirty words per insertion for all others. 
Annie· 19'/0 IBM Seledrie ~-
. We· haven't seen you ·toking for sale 
any showers lately. What's Euelleat eonditiaa-4200.00.: 2 
wrong? Excuse us... hoses of ri1JbotJs . 
Love, your bathroom pals Carbon Rlbbcut typewriter 
Amy ·tu· Call· s.3121 9 to 5 aad ffl-ff79 
Cheerio! We miss YfJU• after 5 and on weelrmul.a. 
Crew isn't the same without little · 
miss Charleston. Doug who? 
Keep writing from merrie Eng-
. land. 
Love,tu 
Who is Nadit? Anyone with 
information about this mystical 
creature, contact Sam or Jim 
x773. 
F • My Danskin is inside out as 
, ,rm typing this. B. 
Merkel· 
Love that haircut. Whose 
your barber? ~ . 
me 
Peggy· 
I told you so! Next time I'll 
go to the Soc Hop!! . 
Love, your Pub partner. 
Does.anybody want to trade 
in a room on campus for a 
luxurious single in Valentine. 
Running water and electricity 
.included. ' 
Call Lee Rm 319 Valentine 
x3134 
David, 
I miss you very .much and 
can't wait to see you. It'll be 
· sooner than you think ••• 57 more 
days. · 
Love ~ou... . Amilisa 
Dear Sazn, , . 
Ll,ved · the dinner in the 
Club. And the great dessert ,with 
James Taylor. 
C.R. 
Eggs· 
· Hope you're SUDJly side up 
today since it's your b,irthday. 
Best wishes in scrambling 
through another year •. 
"your nieces" 
Dove, 
For Days!!!! 
Roxanne 
To ~.B. Brothers, 
Thanks for the Hot Burrito. 
Drunk and Dirty 
. I need to get in touch with. 
· former AFS Exchange Students 
- call Beth at x3487 or 274-348'1, 
preferably after 6 pm. Please 
leave a message. Thanks! 
LOST: Ring, gold band, black 
inset with diamond. May have 
been Jost in quadrangle behind 
the Union. U found, please call 
Jay, x635 or 273-9755. 
36-24-36, 
~ .. ~thanks for a ter- · 
rific twelve days. I have really' -
Chief: been "tickled" by them. Who 
I guess I owe you some; wish needs Newman and Bedford, 
you were here now; I be there anyway? 0y vay ••• has it only 
when - been TWELVE days? 
-at-large · · "Flash" .. · · · · - ' 
- -,,._~ .. 
-
•:,-·•i...••,• :·~·•1 :•' :-: C ,, 0 !': ,•,,.5:, • 
'-:.•' ....... ~ 
·: : • · · ·. _ ·oC\' DISCOUNT 11 I l.- '.I I I . l • , • 
- Supermarket . · . · 
-The ·area's largest ·01SCOUNT Liqu_or & _Wine Store! 
Ewery item, eHl'J size all sold at ·,he lowest prices allowed by New York State law! 
UPER 
GERMAN WINES ON SALE 
J.9.7.i.~~.,~,l:lffl~!I ................ -~ ...... l~~ ... p !~. 
1972 Krover Nadarsch 199 21 oL 
~~,~· a~~~~~-~~~~~ ·R~~~-~~~~- ........... ' ljij .... ~~ ~ 
·~~i,~~~~.~-~ ~~~~;~~~~;· ii~~ii~~ ..... ·11i' .. -~~-~-
.1,;1· ;~~~-s·~~~~~~~~~- ..................... I ...... ~~~. 
-~~ii~~;~~~i;·~-~-~;-~--~-~~~.~1·.·.·.·.·.·.·_·_·:·.·.·.·.-.J~·.·.·.;~-~-. 
~.~.~~ .~.i~~~~~~.~ .~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~.~~ ....... ' ~- .. -~~.~ 
These are all Northside seledions and represent truly 
great wine values. Mix or match a case and save 10%. 
Pa;ty (lub VODKA·_ ; ao ii .. ~,. . . . ~a:, ,400 qt, 
............ , ........ ; .. .,. -...... ,.... . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -
!;r~~;1;~~~-~-o~~~~ .... 1.~.~· ...... ~;.6~. qt,. 
~~~.~!~~'·':~~-~~-~~~- .......... ~.,~~ qt. 
EU UH 4""'· OLD MUS M Bourbon ti-
• =-· ;~ .... ;'."":"', ,"":: .-••• : •• •• :"-;: ;, ••. :. · ......••.•••........•.••.•• '. . •• 
~ANADIAILT.D. :!: .,.-~~-
.................... , ............................................. . 
CAIIADIAI LoiD CALVERT ,':.: 5" qt, 
............ ~--.................................... ~~··n· 
····················································-~-~-~.-... 'If. 
&i,niled Supply!-
-· 1973 Leinen 
-Zeller $chv,a""zkatz 
or-~ ... 
lieblnnunlch . 
hi beautifuDy colored crocks 
·-$ 
ONLY 
99· 
. 2301. 
\. 
·a~o,ws High & Dry Gllf _ ~ 119> ., 
....................................................... ~.-... ~ .. : ..... 
:~~~'.~-~-·.~-----~~ ....... :.: ..... 1;; .... r.~~·-·· 
CORO,~ V~S.Q. Brandr : .. _ ....... -~~. : .. . 5~ .. ~~~ ... .. 
--~~~~~·~~~~~~:::.·.·.·.·~----· .. -......... !;_1._r..~~ ..... . 
SEAGRAM'S V.O. C~nadian ' :!: J ~ !~l · 
, ...... ~.· .... · .............. ~;' ... ; ....... : .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . ............. . 
·'-!!~~,,~~~~~.!~~~-.. :·.·.J;.· .. ·.,"!...i:.:::.·.: _; 
~~~t~~~,.:·:: ..... _.,.: ..... .-... ~~L .. r.:~ ..... . 
. .~.. .,. ·.,. ' 
. ·; --_c,_· 
• - • "f' - • - - }·.. - • ••• 
AVINGS $ALE 
FRENCH WINES ON SALE 
NORTHSIDE SEHCTIOH 
~4. ~~i -•~!.~. ~~.~-d.'.A"iou 
~.4.~.1~ --~r~. "'l,l~_~a~e, !Ir v~u.vrqy 
i.~. 4>.J;, .19.7:3. (()J~$ .dN Jl_lJ!lnf? .. 
fl49 
u99-1 ..9' 
~4. o_:i;,_ .• 9rl. i!ji,_qi .C~a.~~!lt,,RV. "1acon 
~4. ~.:i;. J ,r~. ~'9-~. ~~-~h~ ~~uge .. 
~~ ~~: J,!~ .~~~-~i~_l~i-~ .V.~lages. . 
24 01, 1974 Moulin-a-Vent , 
.. rt~ 
.1 29 
..259 
J29 
·························· ........ . 
~~ .~~~J?.~ff!!?.~g~n..... .. . .. . .. 
2~ .'IJ,. J.912.(hcaJeo.u.P.in.Fraru... . . 
--·r 
149" 
Save an additional 10% by mixing or matching a case. 
OLD THOMPS011 86proot ~~ .495 
········································ .. ..................... : .. . . 
CLAN MACGREGOR Scotch un 11" 11 :r Tllan to!, oL~-~~u,,i:; ·s~~~~ ... ~ ~:-........ ~~ 1 ·2-· 11 ~ 
................. ........... ........................ ... 
. ~~.~~~~~.~,!~.~~~'-~-~~r~~------- . .);; ___ 8~ .qt. 
~~.~!. ~'-~~ ~~~~-~-~: .. ~~ ·~-. '. ............ ~~. 4~: qt, 
SMIRNOFF Vodka ao proet :.!~ 1176 !~l 
.................................................... · ............... . 
~.~~~~-~~~~- ~~~........ . . . .. .............. };~. ~ .. qt. --
NORTHSIDIJ 
SELECTION 
u»OUILl Y -iodiSSlE 
or 
, CHATEAU NEUF 00 PAP!L. __ _ 
NOW $ 29 
ONLY 2402. 
. -·-~-P~_rted ~~EFEATER Gm 
DEWAR'S White Lebel SCOTCH 
.................... 
BACARDI Atmo RUM 
.......... -· .... 
CARIOCA LIGHT-or DARK RUf.1 
................. 
KENTUCKY TAVERN Bourbon s11 P'~' 
....... ~ ........... . . . . . . . . . 
, 
MAmtlGL Y & MOORE Bourbon 
FLEISCHMANN'$ GIN 
.... - ............... . 
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less fl 6111! I 2 Than qol 
Leu 
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leu 605 qi. Than 
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Len fl Q16 I 2 
Than U qal . 
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]e]l'rry BoyeSooo 
Still On Th·e Kee.p 
By Morrie Gorman 
Senior Jerry Boyes has 
played varsity football for the 
I.C. · Bombers for the past four 
years. During this time he has 
thrown for the most touchdown 
pa:,ses in J.C. history. This year 
the pros are watching Boye~ 
which puts a little more pressure : 
on him. '· 
A possible All-American 
candidate for quarterback in the 
small college division is not 
always bogged down with foot-
ball. Boyes enjoys traveling and 
engaging in new experiences. In 
the winter he likes to go skiing; 
hopefully this year he'll have the 
time as he will not be playing 
basketball which he has done in 
the past. · 
"My first choice as far as the 
future is concerned is becoming a 
pro foot hall player. If that 
d~sn't'come through, I'll settle 
for teaching or coaching."- said 
JloyPS. 
All 'the members of the 
foothall tPam are extremely fond 
of thPir coach, Jim Butterfield. 
Boyes is oo ex<'eption. His 
1·ommi.mts are, "He's great; he 
knows his football and more 
important, h1· makes you become 
a man~" 
There seems to be no doubt 
that· in a game such ::.s football 
you need a team effort. "You've 
got to he together as a team, if 
you try and go on your own, it 
.won't work. It's a total effort by 
everyone that produces Lambert 
Bowl Champions'.' said the quart-
erback. 
Roy-es' most admired athl-
Pte is Joe Namath which really 
shouldn't surprise anyone. The 
two have very much in common. 
Hoye..<; has a1wa¥S looked up to 
Namath Pven when he- was 
playing- hall in high school. 
byBobDon 
Fall baseball coach, Carlton 
Wood is looking for a good 
season, despite recent club los-
ses. Earlier this week the squad 
dropped a double bill to Le-
moyne, placing-their.· record at 
6-2.· "Carp" Wood has learned 
froQi experience that fall perfor-
\mances are usually not indicative 
of the club's total potential. 
Other Activities 
_ Wood was quick to point out 
that many baseball players who 
grace the diamond in the spring-
time, are currently involved in 
football activities. This is a 
relative factor -as the other 
schools in the league suffer from 
the same problem. Subsequent-
ly, Division 3 playoff selections 
are made according to overall 
records. However, Coach "Carp" 
Wood does not seem to be too 
upset with the Fall Baseball 
difficulties. · His past records 
with the I.C. teams have been 
overly successful. _ 
24-Y ear Career 
"Carp" Woois ageless en-
thusiasm for the game dates back 
to his player days at IC. Wood's 
coaching career began in 1952 as 
Head Basketball Coach. Since 
then, he has coached Freshmen 
and Varsity Soccer; also for four 
years, he has assisted the IC 
Football coaching staff. 
Wood has garnished' an Series, which also honored Wood 
impressive record over his nine with Coach of the Year award. 
years of coaching for the baseball Two of Carlton Wood's pro-
Bombe~. He has guided the tege~ have found their way to the 
squad to a 153-49-2 record up to professional diamond. Jim Do-
the '74 season. In 1973, the herty with Savannah and· Paul 
Bombers fmished second in the Patterson with· Knoxville, both 
NCAA College Division World minor league teams. 
MuhamTned Ali.oo 
' 
Th~ Blac~ Superman 
by Howard Roark 
On Tuesdny night Muham-
med Ali retained- tne heavy-
weight title against Joe 1''razier, 
proving he is stitf the "greatest 
boxer in the world." 
However, Ali is great in 
many other ways. He is not. only 
a great fighter, - but a great 
promoter. It is because of Ali, 
that 'boxing is as popular as it is 
- today. 
In the early sixties, there 
was a newspaper strike in New 
York while at the same time· Ali 
had a fight in Madison Square 
Garden. It was feared that 
without the newspapers, there 
would be al~ost no publicity 
about the fight and a lot of money 
would be lost. 
Ali solved this problem by 
going to all the coffee houses and 
bars in i-i1~ village where he read 
his poems and talked about 
boxing. -When Ali saw anyone on 
the streets he would stop and tell 
them to come,see him fight. -
The word was all through_ 
the city a~ut some crazy man 
who wouJd be fighting in the 
garden. Ali promoted everyday _ 
for that fight and it paid off 
because the garden was wall • 
lilied. 
~~Ji\~--,  
1-1 is most memorable game 
was played whim he was in high 
school. "Wp were playing Dundy 
and no one thought we could win 
hut we did. It was a great win 
just because it wasn't expected", 
he recalled. Soccet Drops, Opener 
Many people disliked Al's 
style of promoting because they 
thi.nk he has a big mouth. This 
could be true although .there is a 
purpose for his mannerisms. His 
constant taunting, name calling, 
and his .egotistical statements 
upset many people. · However it 
is these same people who pay to 
see him fight, anxiously waitin5 
for the day·to come when some 
one will defeat him. 
There are those that are not 
that interested in boxing but are Aside from being a skillfull athlPte, Boyes has also been very 
fortunate. Throughout all his By Mike McLean 
years of playing football, the only . · . 
injury he has suffered has been a In their h~me-opemng ~oc-
hroken wrist. "Knock on wood" cer ma~ch last Monday agamst 
he will stay health_y during'tlie. · the Umversity of ~cranton, the 
remaining part of this years I.~. Bo??bers _re~ord fell to 0-3 
season. with a d1sappom~mg 3-1 loss. 
onsideringGrad Scho·ol? 
Conside_r the ·faculty 9 re·sea_rch 
facilitieso students an-d _ programs--·-: __ 
of the ·Graduate School of A-rts 
and Science of New York Univer--
sity; a.nd the ui:imatched cult-ural 
and research facilities of New 
' 
York City o A New -·York 
u·niversity counselor will ·b_e on 
the Ithaca College campus to talk. 
about graduate -work· on Wednes-· 
day 9 October -- 8, 1975. ·· from· 
4:00-5:00p.rn., at th~ Placeme-nt 
·cente.r, 3rd Floor,,Egbe-rt Union. 
Contact· Ms. Joy Evans ·(607)~ 
27 4-3365.Jor,,an,,appointnumt .. ,J ;""'~ > 
' . - .... 
Scranton came into the -fascinated by Ali so they follow_ 
game with a record- of 1-1 heavy weight-boxing- to watch 
following an impressive 8-1 vie- him perform. Ali is a show man, 
tory over Lebano~ Valley. They fun to watch, great to-listen to 
showed no 'signs of slowing up as and'an adl'nired·athlete. 
they opened the scoring at the It is very unusual to find 
2: 17 mark when Bill DiBianco put such an articulate person· in 
a shot into the lower right hand sports, especially boxing where 
corner past I.C. goalie Jeff fighters have never been noted 
Cogshell. Eleven minutes later for their intelligence. Ali has no 
Scranton increased the score to great formal education but -was 
what proved to be an insur- respected by enough-commence-
mountable lend of2-0, on DiBian- ment speaker. Althoug-i it may 
co's second gQal of the $moon. surprise you to know he was 
The Bombers responded given a professorship at Oxford. 
with their lone offensive output . To say that Ali has not 
of the game as Frank Cohen helped the fight ga:ne is :.idicu-
scored unassisted at the 20 Jous. When Ali wa.. forced into 
minute- mark to leave 1.c: down retirement boxing went into a 
. 2-1 at halftime. ·great decline. TheM wen so~ne 
· The defense of t~e Bombers good boxers d·uring this period 
~eld up in the second halt as it but no one to talk to the press, 
held Scranton. to a lone goal by stimulate the fans, and just make 
Jim Rauer. The defensive effort the fight game fascinating. 
was not enough,1 however ,as the It will be a sad day for 
offense, despite outshotting boxing and all of sports when 
Seranton 27-20, could not find Muhammed Ali retires. He is 
the net. The final score stood at one of the mf'st colorful figul'\.s , :i 
3-1. sports history snd in mere wa,·s 
The game was cut shorl'by a than one, "the - test." _ · 
series of minor .fights which 
broke out between a few players 
on•both teams late in the second 
half and the referees were forced 
to cut the game short. Despite 
the fact that it wasn't a fully 
played game i~ still stands as a' 
Scranton victory. . 
_ This Saturday the team 
.travels to Alfred where hopefully 
·-it can straighten out .various 
team difficultil'S and break into 
the 'Vin column. · ;,--
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Won,,ans Fi~ld Hockey 
Starts Season O"D11, RighiJ; Fo~t 
, .. , __ 
Casey Not.~y Gon~ by George Goudman 
-.. ~ ... Dee Dee Mayes scored her 
Fo: the past•week "!,'~e been third goal of the second half with 
po~denng what to wnte about 4:58 remaining · in the game fo: the Po~er Play· I cam~ up 'enabling tlte Ithaca College Field 
with nothmg, bu~ God did. Hockey team to tie Brockport 4-4 
C~ey .Sten~el p~sed on this on Tuesday. 
week and with him he took an The Bomber,s in their first 
"aura" that. no spo~s personality game of the year: gave up two 
befo~e or sir.ce has had,; Known goals midway through the first _ 
for his own stengelese , the Old half. Brockport's right wing, , 
Professor was a man whom Kare~ Gafner, scored,both goals. 
people looked up to. But Casey Ithaca's center halfback, JoAnne 
never looked down on anyone. Melone, scored with less than ten 
He Touched All Fane minutes remaining in the half to 
cut the lead to 2-1. " 
As a young baseball fan · Brockport's Shelly Agnew 
growing up in New York, I was a scored eleven minutes -into the 
Met fan. I grew up with heroes second half to boost their lead to 
such as Al Luplow, Dennis 3-1. Dee Dee Mayers scored her 
Ribant and Greg Goosen and first goal five minutes later off a 
thought they were stars. When I scramble in front of Brockport's 
became a fan in 1966, Stengel goal. Three minutes later, 
was one year removed irom the Lorraine Bowers walked through 
Mets managerial job but his the Bombers defense and fired a 
presence still remained. They sl:!ot past IC's goalie, Susan 
were still his Amazin' Mets. I'll Neatrour. Mayes scored off a 
never forget watching a 'Stengel rebound with eleven minutes 
interview on television or seeing remaining. ' 
him .at -an. Old Timers Day. He The Bombers offense main-
waS, spedal even to those young tained constant pressure and it 
Met fans who weren't around in paid off with Mayes scoring her 
1965. third goal. After being rainedout 
Casey's Amazin Quotes 
When the Mets were formed 
in 1961,.Stengel was named field 
boss. When they played their 
first exhibition game and won it 
Stengel was heard to say, 
"They're Amazing." 
of their first two games, Ithaca is 
now 0-0-1. 
. AND THEY WERE 
Casey's original Mets lost 
120. ,gl).mes,, l\ "'.",,majC?r, , !ea~e 
record. But Casey's Mets while, 
having"probably the worst team. 
in modern major league had the · 
most lovable and . crazy fans. 
Casey; .himself said-'.'.Ebbets Field 
was never like this. Some of 
these people are maybe _a little 
nutsy, but ·you· gdtta-• like the -
tremendous support they give 
you. They sure jazz you up·." 
Of course Casey was around 
in 1969 for the Mets World Series 
victory .. party. A- World Series. 
most people expected the Mets 
to watch on TV. Stengel summed 
up -the Mets 8-year p_rogress 
after the Series victory by 
saying, "This is a team which has 
come. along slowly fast." 
Of course Cas_ey was never 
at a loss for words . and Phil 
Rizzuto, who played for 01' Case 
through the early 50's probably 
summ.ed it .up best by saying, "I 
can't b~lieve it, I always thought 
that when God came to call him, 
the Old Man would talk him out 
of it. 
Little Known Dept: Larry 
McPhail passed on Wednesday. 
He was 85. Mr. McPhail is 
credited with bringing night 
baseball to the major leagues and 
Leo Durocher to Brooklyn ... His 
son Lee is former Yankee G.M. 
and now Americlln League Pres-
ident ... Ali-Frazier bout .was · 
closer than most people expect-
ed .. .I predicted Frazier, (I eat 
crow!) .. 
Ithaca lost its starting left 
wing. Jan Wilson, with seven 
minutes remaining in the first 
half. She sa.t" out the'~cond .half 
with a sprained ankle. It is 
unknown if Jan will play in 
Thursday's game at Lock Haven. 
On a recent WICB sportlite I 
said Gene Mauch would probably 
be out as manager of-the Expos. 
He ·was fired· yesterday ... Look -· 
for ·nuke Snider, Larry Doby, 
Joe Altobelli, Roy Hartsfield or 
Tom LaSorda to· get the job: .. 
Snider has -· inside · track, he's· 
Expos batting -instructor· and 
onte played for,Montre~ Ro;rals, 
SCORING: Brockport St. 2 2::-~ Saves: Brock. (Karen Mc-Grath)-11 Junior Varsity 
· Ithaca Coll. 1 3-4 
Brock.-Karen Gafner 9:23 
Brock.-Karen Gafner 19:15 
Ithaca-Jo-Anne Melone 26:40 
Brock.-Shelly Agnew 11:27 
Ithaca-Dee Dee Mayes 16:35 
Brock.-Lorraine Bowers 19:06 
Ithaca-Dee Dee Mayes 23:55 
Ithaca-Dee Dee MayeJ/ 30:02 
Ithaca (Susan Neatrour)-5 
Games This Week 
Upcoming games this week 
pit Ithaca away at Lock Haven 
Thursday, at home versus Cort-
land Tuesday and at Cornell on 
Thursday. 
IC's junior varsity team 
defeated Brockport's jayvees-4-2 
as Pat Mulvee scored all four 
goals for Ithaca. Mulvee scored 
all her goals in the first half. 
Joan Shikowitz and Maria Hut-
sick split the goaltender chores. 
They combined for 14 saves. 
COMING SOON: 
THE ONLY AUTHENTIC 
REEK RESTAURANT 
IN ITHACA1' No Yo 
D0N6T MISS O_UT ON 
ZORBA·s RESTAURANT 
WAlKHNS Gll.lEN, INlolf o 
OCYO$lEI 3-~-S 
A weekend of fun and4 excitement for al I -- featuring the only 
race in Norlh America this year counting for the World Cham-
pionship for Drivers. 
The· cream of the world's best drivers -- like: Mano Andrett1, 
Niki Lauda, Emerson -Fitt1paldi, Jody Scheckter, James Hunt, 
Clay Regazzoni, Carlos Pace, Carlos Reutemann, Clay Regaz-
zoni, Ronnie Peterson, etc. 
GRAND PRIX ... UNITED STATES 
PlllSOOID Bl 
FIRST ·NATIONAL CITY- TRAVELERS CHECKS 
The U.S. Grand Prix weekend al Watkins Glen is more than j°ust a race. It has become 
a happening with something for everyone. Tens of thousands of fans have made The 
Glen a traditional gathering for a last summer.fling. This year will be even better. 
CAMERA DAY 
Cars and drivers from weekend's 
races and Navy Parachutists on 
Saturday. 
FILM FESTIVAL 
6 free hours Fri. and Sat. nights --
Features l'M*A"S*H" Friday and 
"Butch Cassidy" Saturday. 
Triple A Team... . ' -
., Earl Weaver has beeir re- · 
hked as Orioles field boss ... Look 
for Wilt · Chamberlains playing 
rights .to be· ti:-aded, owner Jack 
Kent Cooke doesn't want to pay a 
... ".,.. VW ECONOM'.Y'..RUN · 
Media and guest featherfoots in 
VW rabbits and·a qµart of gas. 
NAVY PARACHUTISTS 
Crack U.S. _Navy Parachute Team 
ii;, 2 weekend exhibitions .. - . 
SCIROCCO RACE 
$4,000 race . for stlowroom stock 
...Sciroccos with ace drivers. 
V.l~TAGE RACES 
A ·nostalgic trip into the past with 
· 2 vintage sports car races. 
BOSCH GOLD CUP 
$10,000 race for Su~r Vees pro-
vides keen competition. 
CAMPl~G 
1100 acres -- plenty of room to 
share the fun. 
39 year·old,. two year idle. Wilt 
$450,000 to sit· on the bench 
-b~Hfoci Abdul-Jabbar··_who· ge~s ( 
:o~:Jti~~n/1.~l~ -:- {.i .·.:: f ·.: ':,.:·: ·:: ;- ·,T;l~;EJ~: Special ~isccrait ~S~r.: Tidtits''.·-~t.yh'l~ )~~·' ·vw· and Porsdlo-Audi deal or.. 
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AFTER~D-1 R- TH-E-ATRE· 
. . - . -
ROUTE 13 SOUTH ITHACA, N·f:;W YORK 
SEPT. ·29. - OCT. 4 
STEVE McOUEE_N 
IN 
THE BLOB 
(1958 SCI-Fl) 
PLUS 
CHAPTER 1 
"THE WHISPERING SHADOW" 
WITH BELA LUGOSI 
OCT. 6 - 11 
HEDY LAMARR , 
IN 
ALGIERS 
WITH 
CHARLES BOYEn 
PLUS 
~HAPTER 2 
"THE WHISPERING SHADOW" 
WITH BELA LUGOSI 
OCT. 13 - 18 
ALBERT FINNEY 
IN 
TOM JONES~ 
WITH 
SUSANNAH YORK 
'PLUS 
CHAPTER 3 
"THE WHISPERING SHADOW" 
WITH BELA LUGOSI 
OCT. 20 - 25 
ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S 
·39 STEPS 
WITH 
MADELEINE CARROLL 
P.lUS 
"THE WHISPERING_ SHADOW" 
WITt-i BELA LUGOSI 
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OCT. 27 - NOV. 1 
TOD BROWNING'S 
FREAKS 
(1932 CLASSIC ~ORROR FILM) 
PLUS 
CHAPTERS 
"THE WHISPERING SHADOW" 
WITH BELA LUGOSI 
· Nov.· 3 - a 
WARREN BEATTY 
GOLDIE HAWN 
IN 
··-$ 
(DOLLAR~)-
PLus 
_ CHAPTER 6 
"THE WHISPERING SHAOOW" 
WITH BELA LUGOSI -
THE ULTIMATE DOUBLE FEATURE .. 
REEFER' MADNESS 
AND 
SEX MADNESS 
(MORALITY IN THE THIRTIES) 
PLUS 
CHAPTER 7 
"THE WHISPER.ING .SHADOW" 
WITH BELA LUGOSI -
. . 
NOV. 17 - 22 
JANE f.USSELL 
-IN 
OU1LAW . 
DIRECTED BY HOWARD HUGHES. 
PL.US 
CHAPTER 8_ . 
_"THE-WHISPERING SHADOW": 
.. WITH-BELi{ LUGOSI . -. :_· ··: 
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Nov~ 24 - 29 
. _ THE MAR~ .BROTHERS 
IN 
DUCK SOUP 
. WITH'--
MARGARET DUMONT 
PLUS 
CHAPTER 9 
"THE WHISPERING SHADOW' 
__ WITH BELA LU~OSI . 
DEC. 1...: 6 
· .·- CLARK GABLE 
, IN 
SAN FRANCISCO 
WITH 
JEANETTE MacDONALD 
PLUS 
CHAPTER 10 
"THE WHISPE-RING SHADOW" 
· WITH BELA LUGOSI -
·-
DEC. 8 - 13 
- . HUMPHREY BOGART 
INGRl,D B_!:RGMAN 
IN 
-
CASABLANCA 
WITH . 
PAUL-- HENREID 
PLUS 
CHAPTER f1 
"T1-tE WHISPERING. SHADOW" 
'WI fti · BELA LUGOS1 --- . 
DEC.- 15 -.20. ·· 
CARY GRANT 
ROSALIND RUSSELL 
IN - . 
• 
• -i .. • ~-:.~lS G:IRL. FRiDA Y . 
-WITH . ·· 
. ,  RALPH "BELLAMY 
:a 
·,; ·_ ·,.PLUS 
'.·· \ 
~-
• 
· C~APTER 12 
. _:.'  .!tTHE· WHISPEFflNG' ·SHAo·ow..-·: '• 
i·. ::-·.- ·-.- - .vir:.::eeu\°·i.0ao5i- -... . .--._ .. 
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